J by the people who allege that there is a body of knowledge which 11 creation "science" that merits equal treatment with the teaching of an in primary and secondary schools. .reationists also state that the age of the earth is between 6,000 and years. In taking this stance they are in conflict with data from omy, astrophysics, nuclear physics, geology, geochemistry, and sics. In these disciplines an enormous mass of observational and nental data has been accumulated bearing on the age of the earth and iniverse. Many independent approaches whose results buttress each re in agreement that the age of the earth is much greater than 10,000 Substantial evidence indicates that the age of the solar system is .5 billion years. im are nearly equal, and uranium is usually present in the zircon as a proxy for zirconium in the structure. The radiometric clock vhen the crystal forms. With the passage of time 238U decays to 206Pb U decays to 207Pb. Under favorable conditions both isotopes remain in the crystal. Laboratory processing isolates the lead for mass tmetric determination. In many thousands of instances rocks have ited by three or more independent clocks and the ages determined -en in good agreement. )nomy and astrophysics have provided a set of distance and time hat lead to an age for the universe of 10 billion to 20 billion years.
.at age is consistent with the times which nuclear physicists calculate uired for stars to evolve-for example, from bodies like the sun to Iwarfs. from geology, geochemistry, and geophysics all testify that the age arth is much greater than 10,000 years. For example, geologists have tered a large number of formations in which the total number of y deposited layers far exceeds 10,000. 
